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GUIDE TO 
– IDENTIFICATION OF POSSIBLE VICTIMS 
OF TRAFFICKING

 november 2008

• What is a victim of trafficking?

• Where do you report your concern?

• Who can inform, assist and protect?
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BACKGROUND

MEASURE 6: Continue work on designing tools to identify 
victims of human trafficking
A list of indicators to identify victims of human trafficking  
will provide a basis for the preparation of specific lists of  
indicators for various specialist agencies in order to help 
them identify victims of human trafficking. The work being 
done by the Ministry of Justice and the Police to prepare  
a list of indicators will continue and will include specific 
indicators for identifying victims under the age of. 

MEASURE 14: Develop tools for identifying child victims 
Official agencies, institutions and organisations may come into 
contact with child victims of human trafficking. A special list  
of indicators will be prepared to help public agencies and 
voluntary organisations to identify child victims of human 
trafficking in particular, confer Measure 6. 

The Ministry of Justice and the Police has the prime respons-
ibility for implementation of the above-mentioned measures. 
The development work was initiated in 2006, in that a working 
party under the management of the Ministry of Justice and the 
Police and the Secretariat of the Shelter Movement prepared 
a draft guide for identification. The draft was submitted to the 
inter-ministerial working party against human trafficking. In 
June 2007 the Ministry of Justice and the Police commissioned 
the Coordinating Unit for Victims of Trafficking to consider 
and develop that draft. 

The Coordinating Unit for Victims of Trafficking, abbreviated 
KOM, is a project for nationwide coordination of assistance 
and protection of victims of human trafficking, administered 
by the National Police Directorate, confer Measure 29 of  
the Action Plan. A project manager and a project assistant 
employed in the Organised Crime section of the National 
Police Directorate administer KOM. The project’s manage-
ment group consists of National Police Commissioner and  
a senior advisor from the Ministry of Justice and the Police. 
The KOM project is organised in two groups: 

The first is a project group consisting of representatives  
from all responsible directorates and agencies (the Police; the 
Prosecution Service; the Norwegian Directorate of Immigration 
(UDI); the Directorate for Integration and Diversity (IMDi); 
the Labour and Welfare Directorate (AVDir); the Norwegian 
Directorate of Health; the Norwegian Directorate for Children, 
Youth and Family Affairs (Bufdir); and the Children, Youth and 
Family Affairs Service (Bufetat)). The project group has terms 
of reference that have been approved by the leaderships of 
the representatives’ services and directorates. 

The second group is a reference group consisting of repre-
sentatives of projects and non-governmental organisations 
(the ROSA project - offer assistance and safe houses to 
women victims of trafficking; the PRO Centre - national 
resource centre on prostitution; the Nadheim Church Urban 
Mission, the Norwegian Association for Asylum-Seekers 
(NOAS); the International Organisation for Migration Oslo 
(IOM); Save the Children; the Norwegian Red Cross; the 
Norwegian Confederation of Trade Unions (LO); REFORM - 
the men’s resource centre; PION, the Prostitutes’ Interest 
Group in Norway; the Equality and Anti-discrimination  
Ombud; the Norwegian Christian Council; Grünerløkka 
Social Centre (Oslo); and the Adora project - offers trafficked 
women 6-month courses)). Both groups have regular 
meetings, separate and joint.

This guide has been created by input from and discussions 
between KOM’s Project Group and Reference Group. 
Expertise and examples from national and international 
research, international tools for identification, and the draft 
from the Secretariat of the Shelter Movement. The guide and 
the three appurtenant indicator lists are thus an inter-agency 
product under the aegis of the KOM project. It is the project 
manager who has coordinated the inputs and undertaken  
the final editing. It is the KOM project, in the persons of the 
project manager and the management group, that is responsible 
for the final version of these tools, not the individual agency 
or organisation that has contributed to the development.

The Norwegian government’s Action Plan Against Human Trafficking – “Stop Human Trafficking”  
(2006-2009) contains 37 measures, of which two concerns the development of tools to identify  
victims of human trafficking. 
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2. DEFINITIONS

The offence of human trafficking is defined in the UN’s 
Palermo Protocol, which in Norway is enshrined in Section 
224 of the General Civil Penal Code:

Whosoever shall by means of violence, threats, abuse of a 
vulnerable situation or other improper conduct shall exploit  
a person for :
a) prostitution or other sexual purposes,
b) forced labour or forced services, including begging,
c) war service in foreign countries or
d) removal of that person’s organs,

or who deceives a person into being used for such purposes, shall 
be punished for human trafficking by imprisonment up to five years.

In the same way shall be punished any person who:
a) facilitates such exploitation or deceit as described in the  
 first paragraph to acquire, transport or receive the person,
b) in any other manner is accessory to the exploitation or  
 deceit, or 
c) gives payment or other benefits in order to obtain consent of  
 a person who has authority over the victim, or who receives 
 such payment or other benefit.

Whosoever shall commit an act as described in the first or 
second paragraphs against a person who is under 18 years, shall 
be punished regardless of whether violence, threats, abuse of  
a vulnerable situation or other improper conduct has been 
employed. Misapprehension of age shall not exclude criminal 
responsibility unless there exists no negligence. 

Aggravated human trafficking shall be punished with imprison-
ment for up to ten years. In deciding whether the contravention 
is aggravated, particular emphasis shall be laid on whether gross 
violence or coercion was used or whether the act yielded consider-
able profits. Misapprehension of age shall not exclude criminal 
responsibility unless there exists no negligence.

Victims of human trafficking are defined in the Council 
of Europe’s Convention of 3 May 2005, which was ratified 
by Norway in February 2008: 

Article 4: In this Convention
a)   “Trafficking in human beings” shall mean the recruitment,  
 transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons,  
 by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of  

 coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse  
 of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or  
 receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of  
 a person having control over another person, for the purpose  
 of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the  
 exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of  
 sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices  
 similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs; 
b)  The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the  
 intended exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this  
 article shall be irrelevant where any of the means set forth  
 in subparagraph (a) have been used; 
c)  The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt  
 of a child for the purpose of exploitation shall be considered  
 “trafficking in persons” even if this does not involve any of the  
 means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article;
d)  “Child” shall mean any person under eighteen years of age. 
e) “Victim” shall mean any natural person who is subject to  
 trafficking in human beings as defined in this Article.

It is important to note that the concept of human trafficking 
can embrace all people, regardless of sex, age, nationality, 
ethnicity or other collective affiliation. It is also pointed  
out that consent to the projected exploitation is without 
significance provided that the person is under 18, or if the 
person has consented as a consequence of threats, violence, 
coercion, fraud, deceit, abuse of authority or abuse of a 
vulnerable position. 
 
What is the difference between human trafficking 
and human smuggling? 
Human smuggling is often confused with human trafficking. 
Human trafficking often involves an element of human 
smuggling, but not all human smuggling is human trafficking.  
In the case of human trafficking within a given country’s 
borders, or human trafficking with legal frontier crossings, 
there is no element of human smuggling. 

Both are criminal offences, but different objects distinguish 
them. The purpose of human smuggling is to move a person 
across a border illegally, and is regarded a violation of state 
sovereignty. The purpose of human trafficking is to exploit a 
human being for gain or other benefits, and is regarded a 
violation of that person’s freedom and integrity. Human 
smuggling can shade into human trafficking; an example of 
this is when a person who has made an agreement to be 

1. TARGET GROUP

The target group for this guide is individuals who, through 
their work or voluntary commitments, come into contact 
with persons whom they fear may be in a situation in which 
others exploit them for economical profit or other benefits. 
The guide is a general aid to a preliminary identification of 
possible victims of human trafficking. 

The guide contains information on definitions, lists of general 
and specific indicators, advice on how to talk about the topic; 
also a list of bodies and projects to which people can be 
referred so that they can receive the necessary assistance 
and protection. Various bodies and organisations will require 
more specific discipline-related tools suited to the individual 
professional group’s special responsibility in the work of 
combating human trafficking. This guide is intended as a 
lowest common denominator irrespective of discipline or 
professional background. 

The specific indicator lists ought not to be used without 
having read the whole guide. The indicators and this guide 
can be ordered by e-mail to KOM.pod@politiet.no. 
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3. THE PURPOSE OF IDENTIFYING  
 VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING

“Trafficking in human beings constitutes a violation of human 
rights and an offence to the dignity and integrity of the human 
being.” 1. Identification of possible victims of human trafficking 
is a precondition for being able to offer the necessary 
assistance and protection to such victims. Identification  
is also a precondition for the ability of the police and pros-
ecution authorities to investigate and punish the traffickers.  

The Council of Europe’s Convention has the follow-
ing to say about identification of victims: 

Article 10 – Identification of the victims 
1. Each Party shall provide its competent authorities with  
 persons who are trained and qualified in preventing and  
 combating trafficking in human beings, in identifying and  
 helping victims, including children, and shall ensure that the  
 different authorities collaborate with each other as well as  
 with relevant support organisations, so that victims can be  
 identified in a procedure duly taking into account the special  
 situation of women and child victims and, in appropriate  
 cases, issued with residence permits under the conditions  
 provided for in Article 14 of the present Convention.

2. Each Party shall adopt such legislative or other measures  
 as may be necessary to identify victims as appropriate in  
 collaboration with other Parties and relevant support  
 organisations. Each Party shall ensure that, if the competent  
 authorities have reasonable grounds to believe that a person  
 has been victim of trafficking in human beings, that person  
 shall not be removed from its territory until the identification  
 process as victim of an offence provided for in Article 18  
 of this Convention has been completed by the competent  
 authorities and shall likewise ensure that that person receives  
 the assistance provided for in Article 12, paragraphs 1 and 2.

3. When the age of the victim is uncertain and there are  
 reasons to believe that the victim is a child, he or she shall  
 be presumed to be a child and shall be accorded special  
 protection measures pending verification of his/her age.

4. As soon as an unaccompanied child is identified as a victim,  
 each Party shall:
a) provide for representation of the child by a legal guardian,  
 organisation or authority which shall act in the best interests  
 of that child;
b) take the necessary steps to establish his/her identity and  
 nationality;

c)   make every effort to locate his/her family when this is in the  
 best interests of the child.

Being a victim of human trafficking means being in a situation 
in which one rarely defines oneself as a victim of one’s own 
accord vis-à-vis authorities or organisations. There are several 
complex reasons for this, of which some are as follows: 

• The person is not aware of the concept of human trafficking 
• The person is not aware of the rights possessed by a  
 victim of human trafficking 
• The person feels guilty over having been exploited
• The person feels ashamed of her or his situation
• The person is afraid that she or he, or her or his family,  
 may suffer reprisals if she or he asks for help
• The person does not ask for help because she or he is  
 afraid of being imprisoned or deported
• The person has developed a dependency on the abuser  
 (“Stockholm Syndrome”)
• The person thinks he or she has a better life in the  
 trafficking situation than she or he had previously  
 (comparing the present situation to a previous one  
 characterised by extreme poverty, unemployment,  
 abuse, violence, war, flight or similar).

“Victim of human trafficking” is a legal concept, and not a 
quality, condition or attribute of a person. It is the authorities 
who have the responsibility for verifying a person as “a victim 
of human trafficking” and it shall not be expected or demanded 
that the person herself or himself must feel or behave as a 
“victim” (in the sense of being totally dependent on help 
and protection from someone else). Nor shall gratitude be 
demanded or expected (in the sense of a “deserving” victim  
or client). 

The object of identifying a person as a possible  
victim of human trafficking is: 
 
• To help stop or prevent gross exploitation
• To ensure that the person is given information on her or  
 his rights to assistance and protection
• To refer persons to the correct instances for further  
 specialised assistance (for adults, this requires the consent  
 of the person concerned)
• To fulfil the duty of notification to the Child Protection  
 Service.

1. Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings,  
-P16 May 2005, preamble paragraph 3.

smuggled into Norway and, despite having paid the agreed 
amount, he or she continues to be bound in service or debt 
relationships to the smuggler or his contacts after arriving in 
the country. 

Myths and misunderstandings about human  
trafficking: 
There are a number of myths and misunderstandings about 
human trafficking that it is important to avoid, including:

• The person knew what was going to happen to him  
 or her, so he or she cannot be considered a victim
• The person did not take opportunities to escape, so is  
 not being coerced
• Norwegian nationals cannot be victims of human trafficking 
• Crossing of a national border is an obligatory criterion for  
 human trafficking 
• Human trafficking is a necessary evil in some cultures and  
 must therefore be accepted
• It cannot be human trafficking when organiser and victim  
 are related or married/cohabiting/lovers
• A person is not a victim of human trafficking when he or  
 she says that he or she has a better life now than previously
• A person is not a victim of human trafficking when he or  
 she rejects offers of help
• A person is not a victim of human trafficking when he or  
 she is finding life enjoyable.
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rule-governed assignment. Verification occurs through the 
agencies’ performance of their ordinary duties, namely 
processing of applications for residence and work permits 
(the Immigration Directorate, UDI), consideration of 
children’s care situation (the Child Protection Service) and  
the unmasking, investigation and prosecution of criminals  
the police). 

It is important to note that there is no requirement that the 
police, the immigration authorities and the child protection 
service come to the same conclusion as regards whether a 
person is a victim of human trafficking. The three services 
work on different legal foundations, their evaluations have 
different objects, and different criteria for proof and prepon-
derance of evidence in their verification work. The task of  
the police is to investigate and acquire evidence for criminal 
prosecution of the perpetrators; UDI’s mission is to consider 
whether a person meets the criteria for residence and work 
permits; whereas the business of the Child Protection Service 
is to investigate whether a child has a need for help or care 
measures. 

The police and prosecution authorities may verify that a 
person is a victim of human trafficking in that the person 
brings a complaint to the police and thereby acquires the 
status of victim or witness in an investigation and criminal 
prosecution of those involved in human trafficking. When the 
investigation has been completed and the prosecutor has laid  
a bill of indictment under Section 224 of the General Civil 
Penal Code against the accused, the police and prosecution 
authority’s verification of the victim may be deemed to have 
been completed. Final verification takes the form of an 
enforceable judgment against the traffickers. 

The Norwegian Directorate of Immigration may verify a 
person as a victim of human trafficking in that the person  
is granted a temporary or permanent residence and work 
permit in Norway on the primary grounds of being or having 
been in a trafficking situation, and when one or more further 
criteria are met:

• The person’s affiliation and situation as a victim of  
 trafficking means that he or she meets the criteria  
 for asylum or exceptional leave to remain in Norway.

Identification of possible victims of  
human trafficking 
In Norway we make a distinction between identification of 
possible victims and verification of victims of trafficking. No 
single government agency, organisation or commission has a 
monopoly on, or prime responsibility for, identification of 
possible victims of human trafficking. In principle all agencies, 
organisations or individuals who find themselves with grounds 
for concern that a person may be in a human trafficking 
situation have a responsibility for identifying the person as a 
possible victim and putting him or her into touch with the 
responsible authorities and assistance programmes. People 
may also identify themselves as victims of human trafficking. 

Everyone identified as a possible victim of trafficking, shall be 
treated as a victim of trafficking (with the rights and duties 
implied by this), until the contrary is proven. It is not, therefore, 
required that a person be verified as a victim in order for him 
or her to be entitled to assistance and protection as a victim 
of human trafficking. A person identified as a possible victim 
of human trafficking has the following rights2. :
 
• Six months temporary residence and work permit  
 (a reflection period for persons without legal residence3)
• Legal assistance (free legal aid in advance of any criminal  
 charges)
• Necessary security measures (following a risk assessment)
• Safe house 
• Tailored follow-up (care)
• Necessary medical assistance
• Social assistance and labour market measures
• Tailored activities to stimulate to self-help and self- 
 organisation
• Safe voluntary return and re-establishment in the home  
 country (if appropriate)
• Underage victims have the same rights as other  
 Norwegian children, regardless of residence status. 

Verification of victims of human trafficking  
A person who is identified as a possible victim of human 
trafficking may be verified as a victim by the police and 
prosecution authorities, the immigration authorities, or the 
Child Protection Service (the last if the person is thought to 
be underage). None of the agencies have as their defined 
mission to verify victims of human trafficking, and the concept 
of verification shall not, therefore, be conceived of as a 

• The homeland’s authorities are unwilling or unable  
 to protect the person against further exploitation  
 in human trafficking. 
• The Norwegian police can confirm that the person  
 has cut contact with the traffickers, that he or she has  
 pressed charges, that an investigation has been initiated  
 and that the person’s presence in the country is required  
 to complete the investigation and implement criminal  
 prosecution.

The Child Protection Service does not need to document 
that a child is a victim of human trafficking in order to initiate 
measures under the Child Protection Act. The decisive factor 
will be whether the child has been exposed to failure of care 
or to abuse, or has behavioural problems. If a child has been 
exploited in human trafficking, these factors will obviously be 
considered as evidence that the child is in a care failure or 
abuse situation. When the Child Protection Service justifies 
the initiation of measures on the grounds that the child has 
been, or risks being, exploited in human trafficking, verification 
may be deemed to have occurred. 

It is important that the Child Protection Service decide whether 
the child has special protection requirements. The evaluation 
of the Child Protection Service is significant for the choice of 
care and protection measures, and for how inter-agency 
cooperation is performed. The Ministry for Children and 
Equality has prepared a circular describing the Child Protection 
Service’s responsibility for children who have fallen victim to 
human trafficking.4. 

4. THE NORWEGIAN SYSTEM FOR IDENTIFICATION  
 AND VERIFICATION

2.  Pursuant to the Government’s Action Plan against Human Trafficking (2006-2009), Chapter 5.
3.  See Instructions No. AI/2006-010 for further information on criteria and exception provisions.

4. Circular Q-11/2006 B. Barnevernets ansvar for barn som er offer for menneskehandel og samarbeid mellom etater  
(The Child Protection Service’s responsibility for children who are victims of human trafficking and collaboration between agencies)
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is subject to (prostitution or other sexual purposes, forced 
labour or forced services, including begging, war service 
in foreign countries or removal of the person’s organs). 
Exploitation of persons in human trafficking may occur in  
all regions of the country and in a number of arenas. Below 
are some examples of arenas and contexts in which human 
trafficking may occur. The list is not exhaustive and should 
only be read as examples:

• Street prostitution
• Indoor prostitution (flats, brothels, clubs, massage parlours,  
 hotels, motels, saunas etc.)
• Pornography, magazine or online
• Paedophile rings
• Arranged marriage
• Forced marriage
• Domestic service
• Childcare
• Family firms
• The restaurant service
• Cleaning firms
• Car care firms
• The construction industry
• Asphalting/brick-laying services
• Agriculture
• Begging
• Street performance
• Street hawking
• Thefts and other crimes of gain
• Production, trafficking and distribution of drugs
• Organ donation.

Human trafficking is a phenomenon in constant development, 
and any indicator or list must be constantly revised to follow 
the measures taken by criminal networks to adapt to a market 
and avoid the authorities’ control. The above-mentioned 
indicators must therefore never be counted as inscribed in 
stone or exhaustive. An interpretation of a person’s overall 
life situation is always required for identification of possible 
victims of human trafficking.

An indicator is one of several reasons for believing that a 
person may be in a possible human trafficking situation.  The 
indicators are the signs that can be read by interpretation of 
observations, facts, statements and other information that you 
acquire concerning a person. 

Not all the indicators listed below are present in all situations 
involving trafficking in humans. The presence or absence 
of the individual indicator or several can neither prove nor 
disprove human trafficking. An integrated appraisal of the 
person’s whole life situation is required. A person who scores 
on several indicators need not necessarily be in a human 
trafficking situation, but may have other serious problems for 
which he or she needs specialist assistance to deal with. For 
example, asylum-seekers can score highly on several of the 
indicators without necessarily being in a trafficking situation. 
The presence of the indicators should nevertheless lead to 
further investigation of the person’s situation by the responsible 
agencies and specialists. 
 

People who have been trafficked may: 
 
- Be subject to coercion, deceit, control, or abuse of  
 a vulnerable situation
• Believe that they have to work or perform acts to the 
  profit of others against their free will 
• Give the impression that their movements are being  
 monitored
• Lack control over their own passport or travel documents
• Not know the address of their residence or place of work
• Permit others to speak on their behalf when they  
 themselves are being addressed directly
• Behave as if others have coached them
• Have limited or no access to necessary medical assistance
• Have limited or no opportunities for social interaction
• Be unable to communicate freely with others
• Be bound by debt
• Have had their travel costs paid by the facilitator, which 
 they must pay back by working or providing services in  
 the country of arrival
• Have made choices under false pretences or in  
 response to false promises
• Have made choices in a vulnerable situation where few  
 other real choices appeared possible

- Be exposed to violence or threats to their own persons  
 or those of their family or friends
• Shows signs of fear or stress
• Suffer from injuries that seem to be caused by abuse,  
 assault or other control measures
• Suffer from repetitive strain injuries typical of unacceptable 
 working conditions
• Be disciplined by fear of punishment
• Be part of a hierarchy with power relationships between  
 victims in the same situation that limit their ability to speak  
 openly about their situation with others present

- Be forced to commit violations of Norwegian law  
 as part of the exploitation 
• Show a lack of trust of authority persons
• Be threatened by being reported to the authorities
• Be afraid to reveal their residence status
• Be equipped with false identity or travel documents

- Work or provide services under unacceptable conditions
• Be unable to negotiate their working conditions
• Receive little or no payment for work or services  
 performed
• Have no or only partial access to their own income
• Have unlawfully long working days over longer periods
• Be in a situation where they do not have days off
• Be in a situation where they must frequently cross national  
 boundaries or from town to town to work or provide  
 services

- Be identified in or in connection with a locality known  
 to be an arena for exploitation of human beings
• Live under unacceptable residential conditions
• Come from a place known to be a source of human  
 trafficking 
• Be observed in places where unlawful sale of services  
 or goods often occurs.

Source: Modified for Norwegian conditions from United  
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 2008

The above-mentioned indicators can apply to men and 
women, children and adults, of all nationalities and all ethnicities 
and other collective affiliations. The indicators are general 
and apply regardless of what kind of exploitation the person 

5. GENERAL INDICATORS FOR VICTIMS  
 OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING
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5. WHO - translated to Norwegian and published by the Ministry of Justice and the Police in collaboration with the Secretariat of the Shelter Movement, 2005.
6. Brunovski, Anette and Rebecca Surtees: Leaving the past behind? When victims of trafficking decline assistance, FAFO report 2007.

Use of interpreter
When lack of linguistic skills is hampering good communica-
tion, an interpreter is an essential aid. Only qualified interpreters 
must be used. Use www.tolkeportalen.no to acquaint yourself 
with the requirements for proper use of an interpreter, and for 
a national list of qualified interpreters with the necessary skills 
and experience. 

When using an interpreter in an interview with possible 
victims of human trafficking, it is important to consider how 
the interpreter’s gender or other background may influence 
the interview. For example, some women will find it difficult 
to describe sexual violations through a male interpreter, while 
others may find it easier to talk about experiences in prosti- 
tution with men, as they find men to be less judgmental. 
Interpreters who talk the same language as the person and 
who share a cultural background, may help the person to feel 
more relaxed and more easily make him or she understood. 
It may, however, have the opposite effect: an interpreter from 
the same ethnic group can make the person afraid that 
information provided may be disseminated in a milieu, or 
fear of condemnation from a person belonging to the same 
culture. 

It is therefore crucial that the person you are interviewing  
has the greatest possible influence on the choice of interpreter. 
Both the person concerned and you yourself must have 
confidence in the interpreter, and you must together decide 
whether the interpreting will be best done face to face or 
over the telephone. 

Duties of notification and confidentiality 
Working with victims of human trafficking demands careful 
observation of the common rules for confidentiality. In the 
worst case, the victims may live under conditions where 
contact with outsiders endangers their health and life. 
Moreover, there is always a danger that careless handling  
of personal information can lead to media exposure, which 
represents serious personal stress and possibly a threat to 
the person’s safety. 

Inter-agency cooperation is essential if good assistance is to 
be offered to victims of human trafficking. The person to be 
assisted and protected will need a number of services from 
various agencies, and it is of great importance that the 

 - Can you leave the residence/place of work whenever  
  you want?
 - Do you have to ask anyone for permission to visit a  
  doctor, hairdresser, shops and so forth?
 - Do you have your own key to the residence?
 - Do you have control over mail addressed to you, or  
  does someone else read it?
 - Does your employer pay salary into your own bank  
  account to which only you have access?
 - Did you buy the SIM card for your mobile yourself?
 - Can you change SIM cards or phone numbers when 
  ever you want?
 - Do you control your own passport/travel documents?
 - Etc.

In conversations with victims of human trafficking you will 
meet persons with depressing stories to tell. This may give 
you, the helper, a feeling of impotence, and involves a risk that 
you react by telling yourself that the person’s problems are 
so complicated that it is useless to offer help. Remember that 
not all the questions need to be answered by you, but that 
there are experts who know more about the questions to  
be asked and the problems to be solved. On the other hand, 
there is also a danger that you, the helper, become over-
enthusiastic and thereby run the risk of making unrealistic 
promises or forgetting the person’s right to self-determination. 
The information you provide must be realistic, and it is vital 
that you never promise anything that you are not sure you 
can deliver. 

It is not abnormal that victims of human trafficking refuse 
offers of assistance and protection, and many will react by 
rejecting all conversational gambits. Remember that it is 
always a good thing that you have shown that you care about 
them, and that you have taken the time to inform them of 
their rights and opportunities to seek help. Your information 
may be decisive for the person’s awareness of where to go  
if and when he or she, at a later date, desires assistance and 
protection. 

For amplifying advice and illumination of problems surrounding 
victims of human trafficking, see for example Guide – Ethics 
and Security in Interviews with Trafficked Women5 and Anette 
Brunovski’s report Leaving the past behind? When victims of 
trafficking decline assistance6.

Identification of a possible victim of human trafficking often 
starts with a concern that a person may be in a situation in 
which he or she needs help. In order to investigate whether the 
person is in a situation in which he or she is being exploited 
for other person’s gain or profit, you need to undertake an 
integrated evaluation of the information to which you gain 
access through observation and conversations with the 
person concerned. 

Observation
Observation may consist in experiencing features of a person’s 
behaviour that give grounds for concern. One example might 
be that the person exhibits signs of stress or fear in situations 
where such reactions seem abnormal. Another example might 
be that the person’s behaviour suggests that others control 
him or her at the expense of his or her freedom and integrity. 

Observation may also consist in more testable facts such as 
for example the person’s not being in control of her or his 
own passport or travel documents, not having a key to his or 
her own residence, not having access to mail, or that he or 
she is having constant visits  from people who do not identify 
themselves. 

Observation alone rarely allows a judgment as to whether a 
person is a victim of human trafficking. Such judgment most 
often requires an interview with the person. 

Interview
Before starting a interview/conversation you ought to think 
carefully through the question of whether you yourself are 
capable of conducting a good interview, whether you need 
guidance from experts in advance, or whether you ought to 
refer the person to other individuals or instances who can 
undertake the interview. 

Victims of human trafficking may have been exposed to 
extreme stress and may therefore suffer from physical and 
mental trauma. Relating such experiences may be experienced 
as painful, and can trigger grief reactions, emotional stress and 
anxiety. You could meet the person in a situation when he or 
she is undergoing an acute crisis, where typical reactions can 
be anything from apathy to aggression and acting-out. In such 
situations the person often needs care in the form of physical 
security, rest, food and emotional support. More extensive 
interviews must be deferred until a later date. 

Victims of human trafficking generally harbour deep distrust 
of authorities and anyone offering them assistance. This is a 
natural reaction on the part of a person who has previously 
experienced having been deceived or lured by others, and 
who may carry negative experiences of authority in the 
homeland or other countries. That is why it is important to 
do your best to win the person’s confidence, and consider 
carefully who should participate in the interview, and where 
and how it should take place. You should be aware how your 
own and others’ gender, age, education and background may 
affect the interview. The person’s own wishes regarding with 
whom he or she talks, where and how, should as far as possible 
be respected. It is important to listen to the person’s own 
description of experienced threat situations, and to avoid 
doing anything that can aggravate her or his life situation, even 
if this means restrictions on your contact with the person. 

Ensure that the room in which the interview is to take place 
is of such a nature that disturbances are avoided. Turn off 
your mobile phone and make sure that no one else can come 
in and interrupt the interview. Begin by explaining your own 
role and your obligations with regard to notification and 
confidentiality. Explain that you are concerned about the 
person, and that there are opportunities to seek assistance 
and protection if the person so desires. It is important to give 
specific and realistic information about what rights the 
person has, and about what opportunities for assistance and 
protection exist. It may be necessary to repeat important 
information several times, and ask questions to make sure 
that the person has understood the message in the way you 
intended it. 

During the interview it is important that you are aware that 
your questions and messages do not necessarily carry the same 
freight of meaning to the person with whom you are speaking. 
Cultural translation expertise is desirable, and you should 
remember that very few words are without their ambiguities. 

In order to discover whether a person is subject to coercion, 
you cannot just ask straight out, “Are you being coerced?” The 
concept of “coercion” is not unambiguous, and you cannot 
generally expect that you and the other person will immediately 
share the same understanding of the term. Instead of asking 
directly, you should instead ask several questions from 
different angles so as to arrive at a common understanding 
between sender and recipient:

6. HOW TO IDENTIFY VICTIMS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING

4
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7. WHERE TO REFER FOR FURTHER ASSISTANCE

In the event of serious concern that the person’s life, health 
or care is under threat, you should contact:

• The Child Protection Service
 Enquire with the municipal child protection service, or  
 its emergency desk outside normal working hours. 
 See www.bufetat.no for contact information for the local  
 child protection service.

• The Police
 For immediate assistance call 112
 For your local police district call 02800
 For more information see www.politiet.no. 

• Health
 For immediate medical assistance, call 113 or go to your  
 local emergency room

If you need guidance and information on identification of 
victims, and on how you can refer them for further assis-
tance, contact: 

• The KOM Project
 Coordinating Unit for Victims of Trafficking
 The National Police Directorate
 Hammersborggata 12
 P.O. Box 8051 Dep.
 N-0031 Oslo
 Tel.: +47 23 36 41 45 (office hours)
 Mob.: +47 92 41 55 62 (office hours)
 E-mail:  KOM.pod@politiet.no. 

• The ROSA Project
 Safe house and assistance to women exploited in prostitution
 Storgata 11
 N-0155 Oslo
 Tel.: +47 22 33 11 60 (round the clock)
 E-mail:  stopp.kvinnehandel@online.no
 Web:  www.rosa-help.no.

• The HVISK Project
 Information and guidance about trafficking in children
 Save the Children
 Tel.: +47 22 99 09 00 (office hours)
 Web:  www.hvisk.no.  

For information on the rules for residence and work per-
mits for foreign nationals, contact: 

• The Norwegian Directorate of  
 Immigration (UDI)
 Hausmannsgate 21
 P.O. Box 8108 Dep
 N-0032 Oslo
 Tel.: +47 23 35 15 00 (office hours)
 Web:  www.udi.no. 

For information on social services, labour-market pro-
grammes and welfare benefits for victims of human trafficking, 
contact: 

• The Norwegian Labour and Welfare  
 Administration (NAV)
 Find information on your local NAV office at www.nav.no. 

For information on special services to victims of human 
trafficking, you can contact the following organisations: 

• IOM Oslo
 The International Organisation for Migration in Oslo  
 operates a programme, on behalf of Norwegian authorities,  
 for voluntary safe return of victims of trafficking and  
 re-establishment in their homeland.
 Storgata 10 A
 P.O. Box 8927 Youngstorget
 N-0028 Oslo
 Tel.:  +47 23 10 53 20
 E-mail:  iomoslo@iom.int
 Web: www.iom.no. 

• NOAS 
 The Norwegian Organization for Asylum-Seekers
 Provides information on the asylum-seeking process and  
 offer individual counselling and assistance to asylum-seekers.
 Torggata 22
 P.O. Box 8893 Youngstorget
 N-0028 Oslo
 Tel.: +47 22 36 56 60
 E-mail: noas@noas.org
 Web: www.noas.org.

guardians. See the brochure Duty of Notification of the  
Child Protection Service and the Child Protection Service’s 
Reporting Powers for further information7.

It is important to note that parents and relatives may be 
involved in the exploitation of the child. Children are normally 
very loyal to their parents and caregivers. It cannot be expected 
that the child, on her or his own initiative, will seek to be 
protected against such persons. In addition, it is important  
to take into account the fact that the child may have even 
greater difficulty describing his or her situation than an adult. 
It has been found that children who are in a human trafficking 
situation are often extremely reticent with information, and 
often tell their stories with obvious errors or untruths. This  
is often because their stories are composed by others and 
learnt by rote. It is important to help the child to feel safe 
and cared for, and to ensure that the child does not perceive 
himself or herself as under suspicion of having said or done 
something for which she or he is going to be punished.

agencies coordinate these services and their follow-up so as 
to be uniform and predictable. The duty of confidentiality of 
those involved may be addressed by the client’s consenting  
to the responsible case officers discussing necessary case 
information, or else by the case being discussed in such a way 
that the client’s identity is not disclosed. It should be only the 
fewest possible people within a given agency that have access 
to the personal details. 

Section 139 of the General Civil Penal Code imposes on 
everyone a duty to raise the alarm or otherwise seek to 
prevent serious criminal offences such as rape, sexual abuse 
of minors, kidnapping and acts threatening to human life. 
Confidentiality, whether statutory or self-imposed, does not 
restrict this duty of notification and action. 

If you as helper find yourself in a situation in which you have 
a duty to raise the alarm or take action as described above,  
it is always important to endeavour to obtain the informed 
consent of the person concerned. Explain your duty of 
notification and try to motivate the person to seek help on his 
or her own. 

Important to remember when the person is a minor
If the person about whom you are concerned is thought to 
be underage, you have a duty of notification to the Child  
Protection Service. All instances and services, including 
organisations and private individuals who perform functions 
for the public sector, have a duty to notify the municipal child 
protection service when there is reason to believe that a 
child is being abused or if other forms of care failure exist. 
The duty of notification applies even if the notifier herself  
or himself is endeavouring to remedy the situation. 

Anyone who suspects that a child is a victim of human 
trafficking does not have any responsibility for making further 
investigations in person to confirm or disconfirm the concern. 
The notifier’s responsibility is restricted to communicating his 
or her reasoned concern to the Child Protection Service. If it  
is subsequently discovered that the situation was less serious 
than at first thought, or the suspicion that occasioned the 
notification to the Child Protection Service was subsequently 
disproven, there is no breach of the duty of confidentiality. 
Wherever possible, notification to the Child Protection 
Service should be given in partnership with the underage 
person and/or his or her caregivers, guardians and provisional 

4

7  Q-1094 B Opplysningsplikt til barnevernet og barnevernets adgang til å gi opplysninger, 2006  
(Duty of Notification of the Child Protection Service and the Child Protection Service’s Reporting Powers)
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 Bergen: Care base for women
 Nygårdsgaten 29
 N-5015 Bergen
 Tel.: +47 55 32 97 70
 E-mail:  obasen@kirkens-bymisjon-bergen.no
 Web: www.bymisjon.no

Other relevant organisations and instances: 

• PION
 The Prostitutes’ Interest Group in Norway
 P.O. Box 6851 Sentrum
 N-0130 Oslo
 Tel.: +47 21 98 52 71
 E-mail: pion@pion-norge.no
 Web: www.pion.no

• The Advisory Office for Victims of Crime
 Services to persons who have experienced violence or  
 other criminality. Counselling to persons who are to  
 witness in court. 
 Regional services:
 Tel.: +47 815 20 077
 Web: www.kriminalitetsofre.no 

• State Compensation to Victims  
 of Violent Crime
 P.O. Box 253
 N-9951 Vardø
 Tel.: +47 78 98 95 00
 E-mail:  post@voldsoffererstatning.no
 Web: www.voldsoffererstatning.no. 

• The Directorate of Integration  
 and Diversity 
 Settlement, induction programme, Norwegian-language  
 and civics training, interpreters, diversity work and equal  
 opportunity public services.
 Hausmannsgate 23-25
 N-0031 Oslo
 Tel.: +47 24 16 88 00
 Web: www.imdi.no. 
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• The PRO Centre
  Nationwide competence centre on prostitution. Social and  
 medical services to women and men who sell sexual services. 
 Tollbugata 24
 N-0157 Oslo
 Tel.: +47 23 10 02 00
 E-post: prosenteret@sby.oslo.kommune.no 
 Web: www.prosenteret.no

Some municipalities provide social and medical services to 
women and men with experience of prostitution. Some of 
these are: 

• Kristiansand: RISK
 RISK Service box 417
 N-4604 Kristiansand
 Tel.: +47 38 17 93 00
 E-mail: RISK@kristiansand.kommune.no.

• Bergen: Outreach
 Strømgaten 10
 N-5008 Bergen
 Tel.: +47 55 56 86 00
 E-mail: ukbergen@online.no
 Web: www.bergen.kommune.no/utekontakten_/ekstern/ 

• The Church City Mission engages in outreach  
 work in the prostitution field in several of the country’s cities.  
 See www.bymisjon.no for more information about the  
 various programmes round about the country. 

 Oslo: Nadheim
 Social services for women with prostitution experience
 Norbygata 45
 P.O. Box 9420 Grønland
 N-0135 Oslo
 Tel.: +47 22 05 28 80
 E-mail: firmapost.nadheim@skbo.no
 Web: www.bymisjon.no

 Stavanger: Albertine
 Social services for women with prostitution experience
 Kongsgata 48
 N-4005 Stavanger
 Tel.: +47 51 29 51 15
 Web: www.bymisjon.no

• Norwegian Red Cross
 Operates various programmes for persons in difficult  
 situations, including a refugee guide, visiting service and  
 reading assistance. 
 Hausmannsgate 7
 N-0186 Oslo
 Tel.: +47 05003
 Web: www.redcross.no.

• The Norwegian Labour Inspection  
 Authority
 The authority ensures that businesses follow the  
 requirements of the Working Environment Act.  
 The Immigration Act and the Act relating to general  
 application of wage agreements etc. make the Labour  
 Inspection Authority responsible and authorised in  
 relation to working conditions for foreign employees.  
 See www.arbeidstilsynet.no for more information on the  
 missions of the Labour Inspection Authority and a national  
 list of offices and who can answer what. 
 Tel.: +47 815 48 222

• Service Centre for Foreign Employees
 A joint service centre for foreign employees in Norway,  
 with staff from the Police, the Directorate of Immigration,  
 the Tax Service and the Labour Inspection Authority.  
 The service centre assists foreign employees with appli- 
 cations for residence and work permits, tax cards,  
 provisional identity numbers and notification to the  
 Population Registry. 
 Tøyensenteret
 Hagegata 28
 N-0630 Oslo
 Opening hours: 09:00 to 15:00. 
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assessment and in recommending necessary security mea-
sures. The Police shall give priority to uncovering, investigating 
and prosecuting the criminal network that has exploited the 
child. 

The Police can: 
• Investigate personal details, passports and travel  
 documents
• Investigate whether the child and any adult companion 
  have been in contact with the police previously
• Investigate whether the child and any adult companion are 
 registered in international registers
• Consider initiation of a criminal investigation 
• Document the case
• Undertake a risk assessment that demonstrates any needs  
 for protection measures
• If the child has been sexually abused, follow the routines  
 for follow-up of sexually abused persons.

The two services shall collaborate to ensure that the child 
receives necessary legal assistance and consider whether 
return to the parents is in the child’s best interests. 

DEFINITION:  
Human trafficking is when someone, by means of violence, 
threats, abuse of a vulnerable situation or other improper 
conduct exploits a person for prostitution or other sexual 
purposes, forced labour or forced services, including begging, 
war service in foreign countries or removal of that person’s 
organs, with a view to obtaining a financial gain or other 
benefits. 

Indicators for children exploited in human trafficking 
Not all the indicators listed below are present in all situations 
involving trafficking in humans. The presence or absence of 
the individual indicator or several can neither prove nor 
disprove human trafficking. An integrated appraisal of the 
person’s whole life situation is required. A person who scores 
on several indicators need not necessarily be in a human 
trafficking situation, but may have other serious problems for 
which he or she needs specialist assistance to deal with. For 
example, asylum-seekers can score highly on several of the 
indicators without necessarily being in a human trafficking 
situation. The presence of the indicators should nevertheless 
lead to further investigation of the person’s situation by the 
responsible agencies and specialists. Children exploited in 
human trafficking may be boys or girls of all nationalities. 

THE CHILD: 
• Is occupied in work or services that are not suitable  
 for children
• Is travelling without parents or caregivers
• Is travelling in groups with people who are not related, or  
 only distantly so
• Is equipped with a mobile phone, SIM card or telephone  
 numbers that he or she has been coached to call in the  
 event of contact with the authorities
• Is carrying money, mobile phones, jewellery, wallets or  
 other valuables that he or she cannot account for
• Has a “fixer” – an adult who is never far off, who organises  
 the child’s activity and who can turn up at short notice
• The relation between the child and the adult cannot be  
 documented or does not represent an acceptable care  
 situation
• Tells his or her story with obvious errors or untruths. The  
 story seems artificial and learnt by rote
• Exhibits behaviour that does not conform to the norm for  
 children in the same age group
• Appears undernourished, tired, exhausted, or confirms this  
 when questioned

• Appears stressed, afraid, anxious, or :
 - Physically or verbally aggressive
 - Apathetic, evasive or silent
• Has no friend of his or her own age outside the work  
 or service
• Does not participate in normal schooling
• Has little or no opportunity for play or leisure activities
• Lives under unacceptable conditions
• Eats separately from other members of the “family”  
 or collective
• Has been registered by the child protection agencies  
 in several cities or countries 

Source: Modified for Norwegian conditions from United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 2008

NOTIFY YOUR CONCERN TO THE  
CHILD PROTECTION AGENCY AND POLICE
Notify the Child Protection Agency and the Police if you 
have a suspicion that a child may be a victim of human 
trafficking. If you are in doubt whether the person is under 
18, he or she must be treated as a child until her or his age 
has been ascertained. 

Missions of the Child Protection Service
The Child Protection Act applies to all children, regardless  
of whether the child is only on a short visit to Norway or in 
transit, and regardless of the child’s nationality and residence 
status. 

You must notify your concern to the municipal child protection 
service. In collaboration with the police, the service will then 
assess the child’s risk situation and implement the necessary 
measures to address the child’s care and security in an  
optimal manner. 

The Child Protection Service can:
• Take assistance measures
• Give the child a place to live and care services
• Recommend to the Court of Protection that a  
 guardian or provisional guardian be appointed.

Missions of the Police
The Police shall assist the Child Protection Service in 
investigating the identity of the child and accompanying 
persons, in tracing of the parents, in undertaking a risk 

8.  INDICATORS: EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN  
 IN HUMAN TRAFFICKING
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DEFINITION:  
Human trafficking is when someone, by means of violence, 
threats, abuse of a vulnerable situation or other improper 
conduct exploits a person for prostitution or other sexual 
purposes, forced labour or forced services, including begging, 
war service in foreign countries or removal of that person’s 
organs, with a view to obtaining a financial gain or other 
benefits. 

Indicators for exploitation in prostitution or  
other sexual purposes
Not all the indicators listed below are present in all situations 
involving trafficking in humans. The presence or absence of 
the individual indicator or several can neither prove nor 
disprove human trafficking. An integrated appraisal of the 
person’s whole life situation is required. A person who scores 
on several indicators need not necessarily be in a human 
trafficking situation, but may have other serious problems for 
which he or she needs specialist assistance to deal with. For 
example, asylum-seekers can score highly on several of the 
indicators without necessarily being in a human trafficking 
situation. The presence of the indicators should nevertheless 
lead to further investigation of the person’s situation by the 
responsible agencies and specialists. Persons exploited in 
prostitution or for other sexual purposes may be men or 
women, of all ages and of all nationalities.  

THE PERSON: 
• Is not allowed to retain any, or only a part, of what she  
 or he earns from selling sex
• Has debt that is serviced by selling sex
• Cannot leave the prostitution business when he or  
 she wishes
• Has little or no ability to decide which and how many  
 customers he or she wishes to service
• Has little or no ability to decide what kind of sexual  
 services he or she can offer 
• Have little or no ability to refuse requests for unprotected  
 and/or violent sex
• Has little information, or wrong information, about the  
 rules for prostitution in Norway
• Advertises on websites or in magazines in perfect  
 Norwegian but does not speak the language
• Lives together with others working in the prostitution  
 business, pays high rent, is not herself or himself registered  
 as tenant
• Is pictured in magazines, films or on the Internet for  

DEFINITION:  
Human trafficking is when someone, by means of violence, 
threats, abuse of a vulnerable situation or other improper 
conduct exploits a person for prostitution or other sexual 
purposes, forced labour or forced services, including begging,  
war service in foreign countries or removal of that person’s 
organs, with a view to obtaining a financial gain or other benefits. 

Indicators of human trafficking for exploitation in 
forced labour or forced services, including begging:
Not all the indicators listed below are present in all situations 
involving trafficking in humans. The presence or absence of 
the individual indicator or several can neither prove nor 
disprove human trafficking. An integrated appraisal of the 
person’s whole life situation is required. A person who scores 
on several indicators need not necessarily be in a human 
trafficking situation, but may have other serious problems 
for which he or she needs specialist assistance to deal with. 
For example, asylum-seekers can score highly on several of 
the indicators without necessarily being in a human trafficking 
situation. In addition, a distinction must be made between 
forced labour, social dumping and other violations of the 
Working Environment Act.  The presence of the indicators 
should nevertheless lead to further investigation of the 
person’s situation by the responsible agencies and specialists. 
Persons exploited in forced labour and forced services may  
be male or female, of any age or nationality. 

Persons subjected to forced labour and forced 
services may: 
• Be living under unacceptable conditions:
 - Be living in groups at the same place as they work,  
  and rarely or never leaving these places or groups
 - Be given little or poor food
 - Be dependent on the employer for a number of services,  
  such as transport, accommodation, food, health services etc.
 - Lack opportunity to decide where he or she will live
 - Have limited opportunities for free movement.
• Have an employer who subjects his employees to:
 - Low or no payment
 - Lack of an employment contract, or a fake one
 - Illegally long shifts
 - Little or no free time
 - Heavy and/or dangerous work
 - Dangerous physical conditions at the workplace
 - Unacceptable sanitary conditions
 

 pornographic purposes against her or his own will or  
 without his or her knowledge
• Is not allowed to be alone with health personnel, refuses  
 or is denied medical assistance
• Is followed to and from appointments with the health  
 apparatus
• Lives, travels and sells services in a group of others
• Receives frequent telephone calls and SMS when he or  
 she is in contact with the assistance apparatus
• Has tattoos or other marks indicating “ownership” by  
 others. 

Source: Modified for Norwegian conditions from United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 2008

- Lack of suitable safety gear, for example the prescribed  
 safety equipment or clothes that protect against cold
• Lack control over own situation:
 - Lack fundamental training and professional certificates
 - Have little or no access to own income
 - Lack control of own passport and travel documents
 - Be exposed to control of the residence and freedom  
  of movement
 - Be isolated
 - Lack freedom to terminate the work situation due to  
  debt, threats and inadequate funds
 - Lack of necessary linguistic skills
 - Lack of knowledge of rules for Norwegian working life
 - Lack of opportunity to leave the workplace without the  
  consent of the employer or an escort
 - Be exposed to an abnormal degree of control and  
  surveillance by the employer
 - Be disciplined by an unofficial system of fines. 
• Be subject to exploitation in private homes:
 - Live with a family
 - Eat separately from the family
 - Be given little or poor food
 - Lack his or her own room
 - Sleep under unacceptable conditions
 - Rarely or never be able to leave the house
 - Have limited or no opportunities for social contact
• Be subject to exploitation in begging or crimes of gain:
 - Be a child, elderly or disabled person begging in public  
  places
 - Have physical injuries that seem to have been caused by  
  others
 - Be children who hang out in large groups with few adults  
  who cannot document an acceptable care situation
 - Be forced to sell drugs, stolen goods or other illegal  
  goods
 - Be subjected to or threatened with punishment if they  
  do not collect or steal enough
 - Live as gang members, with adults who are not relatives 
 - Live and travel in large groups across the whole country
 - Have a history in which they are registered in several  
  cities or several countries in connection with crimes of gain
 - Be registered in several countries with different identities
 - Be registered by the child protection authorities in several  
  cities or countries. 

Source: Modified for Norwegian conditions from United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 2008

 9.  INDICATORS: SEXUAL EXPLOITATION 10.  INDICATORS: LABOUR EXPLOITATION 
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International web-sites:
www.ungift.org
www.coe.int/trafficking
www.ilo.org/forcedlabour
www.theiacp.org
www.acf.hhs.gov/trafficking
www.unodc.org
www.iom.int
www.ice.gov

Norwegian web-sites:
www.hvisk.no
www.rosa-help.no
www.regjeringen.no
www.stoppmenneskehandel.no
www.fafo.no
www.prosenteret.no
www.sexhandel.no
www.fokuskvinner.no
www.iom.no

MORE INFORMATION ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING
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